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Hong Kong’s auction houses suffer
heavy losses amidst trade spat

T

he on-going trade spat between
US and China has claimed an
unexpected victim: Hong Kong’s
auction houses. Christie’s Hong Kong 2018
autumn auctions raised $2.75b across
17 sales in late November, an 11.6% fall
from the $3.11b raised over its spring 2018
auctions. Much of the decline, according
to analysts, can be attributed to the sour
sentiments of collectors who are taking a
more cautious stance amidst the on going
economic uncertainty brought about by the
trade war.
Global uncertainties
“The sentiments of collectors are hugely
tainted by the uncertainty towards the
current economic and business outlook
given the embarrassment of the China-US
relations. Collectors in Mainland China and
in Hong Kong are generally secure in terms
of financial standing but they are becoming
more astute,” noted Henrietta Tsui-Leung,
founder of Galerie Ora-Ora. Tsui Leung
noted that Chinese collectors are not only
becoming more cautious. Their tastes for the
arts are also changing.
Aside from Christie’s, a similar market
inflection could also be observed at Phillips’
auctions. In November, Phillips raised a

dismal $305.88m over four auctions, down
28.5% compared to its haul in May and
slightly lower than the $318.07m raised at
its November 2017 sales with only three
auctions.
Good start, bad finish
At the start of the autumn sales in
September, the art market in Hong Kong
was still going strong with Sotheby’s raising
$3.64b, similar to the amount achieved at
its spring auctions and a 15% increase on its
2017 autumn sales. But a closer look at the
details may have hinted at what was to come,
as several of the top lots sold below their
upper estimate. Meanwhile at Poly Auction,
China’s biggest auctioneer, the takings were
down 50% at just $900m year-on-year and
were also down from the $1.25b raised in the
spring.
Bleak outlook?
Jonathan Crockett, Deputy Chairman and
Head of 20th Century & Contemporary
Art, Asia at Phillips, said it was premature
to make any specific comments on the longterm impact of the US-China trade tensions
on the art market in Asia. And whilst he
expressed concern about the rising tensions
and the uncertainty it creates in the market,

Sotheby’s auction

he pointed out that Hong Kong is now such
an important art market on the global stage
that buyers and sellers there come from every
part of the globe, not just Asia.
“The auction world – like every other part
of the global economy – reacts to political
and financial change. There are, of course,
uncertainties in both spheres, but we have
experienced uncertainties in the past and
we know that high quality pieces at realistic
estimates will continue to find buyers. The
challenge for us remains to work hard and
continue to deliver what collectors want,”
noted Edward Wilkinson, Executive Director
of Bonhams Asia.
As for Tsui-Leung a silver lining lies in the
openness of the contemporary art market
to the new breed of collectors , noting that
a “conservatively positive” can still be seen
for 2019. Market participants were quick to
point out that results can be skewed from
year to year by a few big lots or other factors,
including the varying desirability of art works
on offer.
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Check out nakedHub’s
sleek Kwun Tong centre
As cash-short companies pack their bags out
of costly Central to look for cost-efficient
commercial space alternatives, naked Hub@Two
Harbour Square is increasingly positioning as an
attractive option for firms hopping on the office
decentralisation bandwagon.
Located on 180 Wai Yip Street, Kowloon East,
nakedHub’s third location in Hong Kong features
over 900 desks across two wide floors for a
total gross floor space of 58,000 square feet.
Decorated with a dash of calming browns and
funky patterns, the lounge offers a space where
tenants can interact and network while also
offering a hole-in-the-wall alternative for those
seeking a little private time. Work stations are
decorated in subdued blues and violets to boost
productivity.
naked Hub@Two Harbour Square also features
a 3,200 square foot rooftop terrace with a
fantastic harbour view that could be used for
entertainment, external private bookings and
wellness events.
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